COMPASSION

DECD Priorities
•Achievement growth for every
student in every class
•Use of best evidence - global
•Focus on Teaching and Learning
•Targetted funding
•High quality leaders and educators

CURIOSITY

CREATIVITY

Partnership Priorities
•K-12 Powerful learning and teaching
pedagogies developed through STEM
•Increase learner achievement and
retention in Higher Bands in
Maths/Reading/Writing
•Continuity of learning Preschool - Primary High
•Partnership collaboration to gain
efficiencies in services and support

RESILIENCE

School Priorities
• Powerful Learners through
STEM
• Wellbeing for learning and
Learning for Wellbeing
• Increased attainment for
every student in Reading and
Mathematics

Developing Powerful Learners: Activating Student Learning Voice
At PNPS we believe students should;
 be connected to the real world
 actively problem find and problem solve
 understand and be articulate about how and why they learn
 be able to set goals and reflectively assess their progress.
Curiosity and the need to communicate and belong are central to a child’s development of basic skills.
Children naturally explore their environment to make sense of what is around them.
Having learning environments that;
 are indoors and outdoors
 foster and invite curiosity
 are immersive and promote creativity
This allows children to develop at their own pace, manipulate, experiment with, pose and solve problems within the curriculum, during
real life and relevant experiences.
Through Real World Problem Solving and an enquiry approach to learning we will develop students who are skilful communicators,
collaborative, digitally literate and resilient. By allowing students a voice at each point of the learning process we will co construct
learning so students can age appropriately self-manage their goals, assessments and improvement strategies. Allowing and encouraging
students to take action from their learning shows them that they can impact their world both locally and globally.
To enable this to happen we will establish students and teachers as partners, researchers and co-learners.

Focus on Wellbeing through Nurture

PRIORITY

Developing Powerful Learners through STEM

Define and document our beliefs about how student learn.

Whole staff process to document our core beliefs about students and
how they learn best. This then becomes the basis of our decision
making around pedagogical change.

Develop pedagogy that includes;
A more personalised approach to student learning

Utilise a PLC approach and STEM as a catalyst to learning and sharing
best practise through regular staff meeting times and targeted
walkthroughs, observations and through Professional learning plans.
Topics for discussion/ enquiry need to focus on the elements of TfEL
Long-term deep learning tasks that are cross-curricular;
from a 21C perspective.
complex, meaningful and allow for collaboration through
 STEM through Design Thinking
interdependent tasks
 21CLD
 Peer Coaching established
 Look at Rubric design and co construction with students
Deep learning tasks have clear learning goals and clearly
 Learning how to learn explicit teaching and PLP or Investigation
defined measures of success
time.
 Develop meta cognition skills to enhance learning
Giving students control and choice suited to their level,
 SECRET skills or similar
gradually building students’ capacity to manage the learning
 Data in the hands of the student.
process
 Co constructed goals and assessments.
 Self-assessment – I Can statements
Continuous, effective feedback and formative assessment
 Critique circles
towards the learning goals
 Use of questioning frameworks and matrix such as blooms,
ethical questions, Un google able questions, Design thinking
Unlocking the “Learning to Learn” strategies to equip
processes.

Critical and Creative Thinking as a basis for problem posing and
children with a growth mindset about their learning and
problem solving across the curriculum
resilience to self-manage.

Document Belief
statement

Gather
engagement
data for both
teachers and
students.

TfEL tools

Identify and use digital tools and resources to support
deep learning tasks and to help students master the
learning process.

Choose and use appropriate digital technologies fit for purpose
Use technology to connect to the world and use online learning
systems to allow self-paced learning for students.
Students and teachers to assess the task and decide on the appropriate
genre for sharing their learning.
Students/Teachers identify and learn the elements that relate to that
genre to ensure high quality digital portfolios.
R-7 Digital leaders group established to up skill students and teachers
to meet the demands of STEM through the Australian Curriculum:
Media Arts
Digital Technologies
ICT Capability continuum
3D Modelling, Printing and Maker space
Video and Audio production
Game based learning
Robotics and coding combined with computing
Online Publishing
STEM enrichment opportunities;
Lego League, Scientist in schools, and STEM nation
KIDS TEACH STEM

Innovative
Learning
Research Tool
(FULLEN)
Microsoft

Analyse progress data to inform changes in
teaching and learning strategies

Teachers use cohort data to set broad objectives and individual data to
ensure targeted teaching for individual progress.
Teaching and learning is enquiry based and fluid between whole group
instruction, small group instruction and targeted teaching.
Use progress data and regular goal setting and reflection circles to
monitor, assess and progress performance.

PLP’s developed
for every childby every child in
consultation
with their
teacher beginning in
year 5/6/7

PRIORITY

Actions

Outcomes

Targets 2018

WELLBEING for learning
and
Learning for WELLBEING

All staff participate in PD associated with
the implementation of the Boxall Profile
during 2018

Early identification, assessment and
intervention of students’ social, emotional,
developmental and behavioural concerns
through the implementation of the Boxall
Profile.

Improvement in MDI data

Continuous monitoring and further
development of our transition policy and
plan that reflects current best practice.

Boxall profiles show improved outcomes
for students

Leadership opportunities for students are
structured and directed through student
parliament.
Year 5/6/7 peer mediators trained and
implemented
Wellbeing Framework & Agreement is
rewviewed and implemented in classrooms
including 3 weeks for success at the start of
year.
PNPS staff work closely with pre-school
sites and schools within the partnership to
formulate and fully embed transition
policies and processes are across the school

Parenting workshops designed and
implemented
Attendance program - students
monitoring their own attendance and
setting targets for improvement
Yr5/6/7 students design a behaviour
rubric for working in the Studios

Nurture program embedded in practice R-7
All students identified have profile done
and targets set

Improved attendance
Team Around The Child meetings are held
once a term to build collaborative
relationships and maximize district input
and support

New school values are embedded
across the school
MDI and Boxall profiles are used to inform
intervention programs
Focus on specific skills to assist students to
strengthen their relationships, build
positive emotions, to enhance personal
resilience and encourage a healthy lifestyle
(Positive Schools).

Improved self-regulation

PRIORITY
INCREASED ATTAINMENT FOR
EVERY STUDENT IN LITERACY
AND NUMERACY

Actions
Analyse progress data to inform changes
in teaching and learning strategies
Track and monitor every child with 12
months growth in 12 months targeted.
Put data in the hands of students
Run parent workshops on key
developmental areas of reading and
mathematics learning.
Employ a teacher to coach staff to set goals
and implement strategies to improve high
band retention in mathematics.
Teachers participate in Action Research to
improve writing
Track monitor and respond to students’
reading progress
Review Literacy agreements

Outcomes

Targets 2018

Teachers use cohort data to set broad
objectives and individual data to ensure
targeted teaching for individual progress.

All students have a current data profile
being used to inform the teaching/learning
cycle

Teaching and learning is enquiry based and
fluid between whole group instruction,
small group instruction and targeted
teaching.

Age appropriately students are setting,
reviewing and achieving goals.

Use progress data and regular goal setting
and reflection circles to monitor, assess and
Build student understanding of success
criteria
Embed combined common data sets
according to agreed timelines, measuring
student growth, tracking progress and
actioning next steps for future learning.
Pupil free day looking at assessment and
record keeping for cohort teams

Findings of research through UNISA
implemented in classrooms.
Teachers and students analyse data
(formative and diagnostic) and determine
next steps in learning
Learners demonstrate a years’ growth
Classroom reading programs include
explicit teaching
High engagement of staff

Building and reviewing of existing
agreements and updating to reflect current
expectations and practice.

Evidence of whole school agreements being
visible and used in classrooms. Observed
engagement of students in literacy
programs supported by expressions of
student satisfaction through surveys.

Complex and unfamiliar problem solving is
successfully implemented in classrooms
From observation and through surveys
students demonstrate engagement in
numeracy programs.

60 students across the school not achieving
SEA in reading 2017
Target intervention to year 1 for 2018
17 not at SEA 2017
9 students will reach SEA in 2018
7 Students in year 3 2016
4 Students in year 5 2016
achieving in the high bands are retained in
high bands in NAPLAN results 2018 in
Mathematics

